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Business Value
Reliable Storage Solutions

• Quality and reliability
• Innovation and speed
• Simple installation and easy-to-manage
• Versatile usage scenarios
• Very affordable
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ETERNUS DX60 and DX80 - Line-up

ETERNUS DX80

Max.24 drives

DX60 DX80 Note
No. of drives 24 120
Storage 
capacity

10.8 TB 54.0 TB With 450GB SAS drives

24.0 TB 120.0 TB With 1TB Nearline SAS drives

Cache capacity 2 GB 4 GB In configurations with two controllers

Host ports 4x FC 4Gbit/s 4x FC 4Gbit/s or 8Gbit/s + SAS + iSCSI as of 09/2009

Max.120 drives

Supports FC 8Gbit/s

ETERNUS DX60

Optimized storage 
for Small & Medium Enterprises

Affordable entry 
in network storage

For higher performance
and more expandability

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
ETERNUS DX60 and DX80 are designed to meet the needs both small and medium enterprise environments. ETERNUS DX60 and DX80 provide the right size data storage solution for departmental computing through to mission critical enterprise wide systems.Let’s have a look quickly how DX60 and DX80 are expandable.ETERNUS DX60 supports 2GB cache capacity per system, 4Gbit/s FC interface and up to 24 disk drive. This can have 10.8TB capacity with 450GB SAS drive and 24TB capacity with 1TB Near line SAS drive.ETERNUS DX80 supports 4GB cache capacity per system, 8Gbit/s FC interface addition to 4Gbit/s and up to 120 disk drive. This can have 54TB capacity with 450GB SAS drive and 120TB capacity with 1TB Near line SAS drive. ETERNUS DX80 can start from minimum capacity with one controller enclosure with 12 drives and can expand up to 9 drive enclosures therefore it gives customers real expandability that covers from entry to enterprise needs.
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ETERNUS DX60 Specification Summary

ETERNUS DX60 ETERNUS2000 Model100 FibreCAT SX60

Number of Controllers 1 or 2 2 1 or 2

Cache Capacity 1 or 2 GB 2 GB .5 or 1 GB

Cache Data backup / 
Cache Hold Time

CacheProtector  (write back to Flash 
powered by SCU), unlimited hold time 

Memory Backed up by BBU, 
48 or 96 hour hold time

FibreCAP, 
unlimited hold time

Host Interfaces

FC 4 Gbit/s 4 Gbit/s 4 Gbit/s

iSCSI 1 Gbit/s* 1 Gbit/s -

SAS 3 Gbit/s* 3 Gbit/s -

Drive Types SAS / NL-SAS (3 Gbit/s) SAS/SATA (3 Gbit/s) SATA (3 Gbit/s)

RAID Levels 0,1,1+0,5,6,5+0 0,1,1+0,5,6 0,1,10,3,5,50,6

Max. Number of HDD
HDD Number/Enclosure

24 (12 in 2U) with 3.5” 24 ( 12 in 2U) with 3.5” 24 (12 in 2U) with 3.5”

24* (24 in 2U) with 2.5” - -

Max.LUN Number 512 512 128

Max.HBA Number 64 (32/port) 64/(16/port) 16

Additional data 
protection features

Data Block Guard, Redundant Copy, 
Global + Dedicated Hot Spares

Data Block Guard, Redundant 
Copy, Global Hot Spares

Global + Dedicated Hot 
Spares

RAID migration x x -

Copy Functions SnapOPC+, OPC, QuickOPC, EC SnapOPC+, OPC, QuickOPC, EC Snapshots

Encryption x - -

ECO mode x x -

Supported OS Windows, Linux, Unix, VMware Windows, Linux, Unix, VMware Windows, Linux, Vmware

*2nd Release

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
(For APAC & North America)ETERNUS DX60 compared to ETERNUS2000 model 100 adds CacheProtector (Flash powered by SCU), and Nearline SAS drives instead of SATA.The second release will  provide iSCSI and SAS host connections, as well as 2.5” drives.(For EMEA)ETERNUS DX60 compared to FibreCAT SX60 supports more cache, ETERNUS data protection and energy efficiency, as well as 15k SAS drives and Nearline SAS drives instead of SATA drives.The second release will  provide iSCSI and SAS host connections, as well as 2.5” drives.
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ETERNUS DX80 Specification Summary

*2nd Release

ETERNUS DX80 ETERNUS2000 Model200 FibreCAT SX80/SX88

Number of Controllers 1 or 2 2 1 or 2

Cache Capacity 2 or 4 GB 4 GB 1 or 2 GB

Cache Data backup / 
Cache Hold Time

CacheProtector  (write back to Flash 
powered by SCU), unlimited hold time 

Memory Backed up by BBU, 
48 or 96 hour hold time

FibreCAP, 
unlimited hold time

Host 
Interfaces

FC 4 or 8 Gbit/s 4  Gbit/s 4 Gbit/s

iSCSI 1 Gbit/s* 1 Gbit/s 1 Gbit/s

SAS 3 Gbit/s* 3 Gbit/s -

Drive Types SAS / NL-SAS (3 Gbit/s), SSD* SAS/SATA (3 Gbit/s) SAS/SATA (3 Gbit/s)

RAID Levels 0,1,1+0,5,6,5+0 0,1,1+0,5,6 0,1,10,3,5,50,6

Max. Number of HDD
HDD Number/Enclosure

120 (12 in 2U) with 3.5” 120 ( 12 in 2U) with 3.5” 56 (12 in 2U) with 3.5”

120 * (24 in 2U) with 2.5” - -

Max.LUN Number 1024 1024 256

Max.HBA Number 128(32/port) 128/(32/port) 32

Additional data 
protection features

Data Block Guard, Redundant Copy, 
Global + Dedicated Hot Spares

Data Block Guard, Redundant 
Copy, Global Hot Spares

Global + Dedicated Hot 
Spares

RAID migration x x -

Copy Functions SnapOPC+, OPC, QuickOPC, EC SnapOPC+, OPC, QuickOPC, EC Snapshots

Encryption x - -

ECO mode x x -

*2nd Release

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
(For APAC & North America)ETERNUS DX80 compared to ETERNUS2000 model 200 adds CacheProtector (Flash powered by SCU), and Nearline SAS drives instead of SATA.The second release will  provide iSCSI and SAS host connections, as well as 2.5” drives and SSDs. Remote replication and more host ports will be available later.(For EMEA)ETERNUS DX80 compared to FibreCAT SX80/SX88 supports more cache, more disks, more and faster connectivity, ETERNUS data protection and energy efficiency, as well as Nearline SAS drives instead of SATA drives.The second release will  provide iSCSI and SAS host connections, as well as 2.5” drives and SSDs. Remote replication and more host ports will be available later.
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Quality and Reliability

• Advanced data protection
• CacheProtector
• Redundant Copy
• Disk encryption
• RAID Migration
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Redundant & hot-pluggable components
Main components are 
redundant and hot-pluggable, 
such as controllers, power 
supply units, cooling fans and 
hard disk drives.

Components are hot 
swappable without stopping 
system in case of failure.

Hot expansion of disk drives

Firmware can be upgraded 
without stopping operations.

CM: Controller Module, EXP: Expansion Module, PSU: Power Supply Unit , SCU: System Capacitor Unit, RoC: RAID-On-Chip

SCU

LSI
RoC CACHE

Expander

CM#0

NAND
Flash

PSU

Panel

Monitor
PLD

CM#1

RoC

Expander

CACHE LSI NAND
Flash

SCU

PSU

Expander

PSU

Expander

PSU

EXP#0 EXP#1

SCU

Panel

Controller Enclosure

Device Enclosure

Monitor
PLD

Monitor
PLD

Monitor
PLD
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Data Block Guard

saves additional 8-byte check code to every 512-byte data to 
ensure data integrity both on the disk and in the cache

Controller Module

Cache 
ECC Protected

A0 A1 A2CC CC CC

Write Read

Apply Check Code

Verify Check Code

Verify & delete Check Code
DISK

(1) (3)

(2)

(1)

Written data

A0 A1 A2

A0 A1 A2CC CC CC

User data

A0 A1 A2CC CC CC

A0 A1 A2

User data

CC: Check Code

8-byte check code 
applied every 512 
bytes

(2) (2)

(3)

• Improve data integrity beyond RAID

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The ETERNUS DX60 and DX80 protect data on the hard disk not only via RAID but also via the Data Block Guard. This function saves another 8 bytes every 512 bytes thus helping to ensure data integrity both on the disk and in the cache. When data corruption occur, the ETERNUS DX60/DX80 can automatically correct the situation thanks to "Data Block Guard”. 
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CacheProtector
When power fails, a capacitor maintains power until the cache content is 
saved to non-volatile memory (flash)

Cache data is safe for unlimited time, it does not depend on battery capacity

The Capacitor recharges within 1 minute when power is restored
High performance (write cache) available much sooner than with battery 
backup solutions

No periodic replacement 
No maintenance necessary for Capacitor
Battery backup solutions must be monitored constantly and batteries need to 
be exchanged every 3 years

• No time limit to restore the data in case of power failure 
• Fast restart after power failure
• No maintenance necessary for CompactFlash and Capacitor

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Recover write performance immediately after restoring power failureShorter recharge time (1 minute) than battery makes restoration of write performance within 3 minutesNo periodic replacement during lifetime (5 years), previously battery has to be changed ever 3 years
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Redundant Copy

All disk drives are monitored by 
system.
Start rebuild automatically to 
Hot Spare if same type of error 
occurs repeatedly and 
exceeded a defined threshold.
After rebuild is done, disable 
the disk.

Disk
incorporation

Disk
removal

Hot Spare 
Disk driveRAID5 (4+1)

Warning

K
eep redundancy

Rebuild to Hot Spare Disk drive

• Replace failing disk to keep up 
redundancy

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In ETERNUS, all disk drives are constantly monitored. Redundant Copy is triggered when certain SMART alerts occur or thresholds are exceeded. Data of failing disk is reconstructed from the other disks to Hot Spare disk, using the RAID redundancy.  When the redundant copy process is complete, the failing disk is removed.Benefit: As disks are replaced on first signs of errors, this increases the time when RAID redundancy is maintained.
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Disk Encryption

Key is generated automatically by the system
Encryption can be configured per volume

Data encryption can be 
executed on each LUN.

??? ??? ???

?????????

Not encrypted123 123 123123

123 123 123

Encrypted

• Protects your data even on defective or decommissioned disk drives

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Old, sidelined IT equipment is often sold on to others or found at rubbish tips. The problem is that data, which the general public should not be able to access, could still be on the disks. The ETERNUS DX60/DX80 encryption function prevents such a problem. Data encryption takes place in the "depths" of the RAID system and is very easy to activate and deactivate. Unauthorized access to confidential data can be properly prevented, even after the period when the RAID system has been in active use. The encryption uses a array specific key which is generated automatically by the system. Encryption can be turned on or off per volume.
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Working with Disk Encryption
Encryption can be turned on per volume

At creation time
Or converted during operations
It can not be turned off later
Requires also encrypted copy destination volumes for snapshots or 
clones in case of source volumes are encrypted

Encryption is done by the
controller (CM)

Will have an impact on 
controller performance Cache memory

Non-encrypted data (plain text)

Host

Encryption buffer

Encrypted data

Convert

Disk

Back end

Front end

Write

Write Back

CM

Read

Staging

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
ETERNUS DX60/DX80 encryption is disabled in some regions that do not allow to use encryption. For all others, encryption can be configured per volume, either at volume creation time, or by a conversion during operation. Encryption cannot be turned off for encrypted volumes. If volumes are encrypted, internal copies also require encrypted areas (snapshot destination volumes, snapshot pools, etc.)
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RAID Migration

LUNs can be migrated on the fly to other drives, different RAID 
groups, other drive types (e.g. SAS to NL SAS, SAS to SSD)

• Reduce hot spots
• Move LUNs to more suitable disk type or RAID type if 

requirements change

LUN 0 

RAID5  450GB x 4

Unused disk  450GB x 6

Unused disk  450GB x 4

RAID1+0  450GB x 6

LUN 0 

LUN 0 

Mirroring

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
RAID migration feature allows to move a LUN from one RAID group to a different one, or from one drive type to different one, while the LUN is visible and used by the servers. This can be used to reduce hot spots (if multiple hot LUNs are on the same RAID group), or to move LUNs to a better suited RAID type or disk type, e.g. from RAID1 on 15k SAS to RAID6 on Nearline SAS, or to SSDs.
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Innovation and Flexibility

• High Power Efficiency
• ECO Mode
• Flexibility
• SSD Support
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High Power Efficiency (For APAC & North America)

ETERNUS
2000

Model 100
(2007)

ETERNUS
DX60
(2009)
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Max. 8% reduction in power consumption

Test environment : 2 controllers and 12 HDDs at 25 deg C

8% reduction

Improved enhancement of 
Power Supply Unit (PSU) 
efficiency for 10 %
Improvement of FAN-spin-
speed control equipment

ECO Mode can achieve 
additional power savings

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
ETERNUS DX60/DX80 use improved power supply units (PSUs) that reduce power consumption by better PSU efficiency and fan rotational speed control. This saves up to 10% power compared to a ETERNUS2000 M200, and up to 8% compared to ETERNUS2000 Model 100.Improvement of fan rotational speed control:Reduced power consumption by controlling fan rotational speed under ambient temperature<Supplemental information>Power measurement conditions:<ETERNUS DX60/DX80>CM: FC 4G ,RoC 800MHz, Cache 1GBHDD: 10 x X15.6-450GB, 2 x X15.5-300GBOperation mode: SVIP(stcsb)<ETERNUS2000 model 100/200>-CM: FC, RoC 800MHz, Cache 1GB-HDD: 12 x X15.5-300GB-Operation mode: Host running
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High Power Efficiency (for EMEA)

Improved enhancement of 
Power Supply Unit (PSU) 
efficiency for 10 %
Improvement of FAN-spin-
speed control equipment

ECO Mode can achieve 
additional power savings

P
ow

er
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on
su

m
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(W
) 20% reduction

Test environment : 2 controllers and 12 HDDs at 25 deg C

ETERNUS
DX80

FibreCAT
SX 88

Max. 20% reduction in power consumption

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
ETERNUS DX60/DX80 use improved power supply units (PSUs) that reduce power consumption by better PSU efficiency and fan rotational speed control. This saves up to 10% power compared to a ETERNUS2000 M200, and up to 20% compared to FibreCAT SX88.Improvement of fan rotational speed control:Reduced power consumption by controlling fan rotational speed under ambient temperature
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ECO Mode

When disks (Raid groups) are used only a few hours per day 
(e.g. for backup), ECO mode provides a safe way of saving 
power

Define schedules
Drives are spun down if 
idle
Drives are spun up 
automatically when 
accessed
Can be managed with
ETERNUS DX60/DX80 
Web GUI or CLI

Backup / Copy volume
750GB NL SAS disk drives  x 50
RAID5, 28.2TB, in use from 12am-4am

Data volume
300GB SAS disk drive x 60
RAID1+0, 8.1TB

pm
off

12

am

12

on

off 4

• Benefit: Save up to 10% energy by spinning down 
less frequently used drives

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Fujitsu is very keen on evaluating new technologies and strategies to reduce the current energy consumptions.Eco mode halts spindle rotation on infrequently accessed disks to reduce overall power consumption.It takes about 1 minute to spinning up. In this case, you can reduce 10% of power consumption by ECO mode.
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ECO Mode - Details
Use ECO mode to save power for idling disks
Disk drive motors will power off when

the RAID group is unused for a configurable time period (e.g. 30 minutes)
Or on scheduled times

Powered on by Host I/O within the host time out value

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
ECO mode can be turned on or off per RAID group. If a RAID group is not used for extended periods during the day, e.g. because they are used for backup to disk during nightly backups, a schedule can be defined according to which the disk drive motors are powered down after a configurable idle time (e.g. 30 minutes).When the host accesses the drives, they will spin up automatically within the host timeout value (typically 1 minute).
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SAS, FC or iSCSI Host Attachment

• 4 or 8 Gbit/s connections for bandwidth-hungry applications 
(streaming, backup)

• Deterministic performance, best scalability
• The choice for datacenter, business-critical applications

Fibre Channel: when 
performance matters

• 1 Gbit/s connections are OK for most applications
• Well-know IP infrastructure has lower training cost
• Dedicated network recommended for scalability

iSCSI: easiest step 
towards networked 

storage

• SAS HBA is cheaper than FC HBA, and has excellent 
bandwidth

• Ideal for clusters: 2x HA direct attached, or 4x without 
failover

SAS: cheap and fast 
direct attachment, 
especially for small 

clusters

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
ETERNUS DX60/DX80 offer a choice of host attachment, depending on the customers’ requirements.The Fibre Channel interface offers the best performance and scalability options. The 8 Gbit/s model is the fastest ETERNUS DX80, not just from an interface speed aspect but concerning the internal bandwidth. This high bandwidth may be required for backup or streaming applications. Fibre Channel is the choice for data center, business critical applications, when performance matters. Fibre Channel is recommended also for large configurations and when the number of servers and applications may grow.In the second release, ETERNUS DX60 and DX80 will support iSCSI and SAS host interfaces. Companies, which up to now have had to deal with the disadvantages of direct attached storage (DAS) due to the high costs of SAN, are now able to reap the benefits with the ETERNUS DX60/DX80 iSCSI models. The ETERNUS DX60/DX80 iSCSI offer the same expandability, controller performance and cache size per controller and achieves a data transfer rate of one gigabit per second per port. With the majority of customers, the main problem with storage does not lie in data throughput, but in the access time for reading and writing. However, typical performance requirements when using messaging and data centre applications, don’t require the bandwidth of Fibre Channel. iSCSI is ideal to consolidate less demanding applications where the connection cost of Fibre Channel usually does not justify external storage.The SAS host attachment is a good alternative for customers who need just a few servers to move from direct attached storage (DAS) to a centralized storage. SAS HBAs are less expensive than Fibre Channel ones, and offer a 3 Gbit/s “by 4” connection to the storage, i.e. the total bandwidth per server is 12 Gbit/s. As up to 4 host ports are available, this allows for 4 servers to attach directly without failover, or two with redundant connections. As all ETERNUS DX60/DX80 storage systems, regardless of their host attachment, are certified for clusterings, VMware or x10sure, the ETERNUS DX60/DX80 SAS model offers considerable advantage over JBODs (just a bunch of disks, i.e. external storage enclosures that may or may not be shared statically for two servers). 
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SAS, Nearline SAS, or Solid State Drives

• Enterprise performance and reliability
• 15k rpm, 300 GB, 450 GB

3.5” SAS: 
for mission critical data

• Nearline SAS drives are SATA drives (high capacity, 
low cost) with a SAS interface (dual ported, SAS 
firmware) 

• 7.2k rpm 750 GB, 1 TB

3.5” Nearline SAS: cost-
efficient capacity for non-

critical data

• 10k rpm, 300 GB, 24 drives in 2U enclosure
• Available as of September 2009

2.5” SAS drives: more 
spindles/IO per U, at less 

power

• Excellent random reads and writes, lowest latency
• Good for highest IOPS demands
• Available as of September 2009

Enterprise SSDs provide 
best IO/$

3.5” SAS, Nearline SAS and 3.5” SSDs can be intermixed in the same enclosure

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The ETERNUS DX60/DX80 uses very fast 15k rpm SAS disk drives. Regarding performance and reliability they are comparable to the high-end Fibre Channel disk drives. Therefore they are well suited for mission-critical environments, e.g. databases. Nearline SAS disk drives are comparable to SATA disk drives in their capacity and cost structure, but they come with a SAS interface, which is dual ported and provides all enterprise SAS features. This makes them faster and more reliable than SATA drives. Nearline SAS disks that can be used for non-critical data, e.g. for Backup-to-Disk, Snapshots and archiving data. In the second release, ETERNUS DX60/DX80 will also support 2.5” SAS drives. They have the advantage of providing 24 drives in a 2U enclosure, with less power consumption than 3.5” drives. This means when many spindles (drives) are needed, e.g. for random performance, 2.5” can provide them with less space and power requirements.However, the ultimate high-performance drive is a solid state disk (SSD). They provide excellent random read and write performance, with lowest latency, so they are ideal for applications that demand highest IO/second (IOPS) performance. All drives of the same form factor, i.e. the 15k rpm 3.5” SAS drives, the Nearline SAS drives and SSDs can be intermixed in the same enclosure. 2.5” and 3.5” drives require separate enclosures. 
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Disk Drive Intermix

Able to mix different disk drives in the same DE 
(drive enclosure)

ETERNUS
DX60 / DX80

Nearline SAS 

disk drives

SAS disk 
drives

Nearline SAS 

disk drives

Nearline SAS 

disk drives

Mix of 
Nearline 
SAS and 
SAS disks

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
System disks must be of the same disk type and sizeFor hot sparing, ETERNUS DX60/DX80 tries to match the closest device type (e.g. SAS or NL-SAS with matching or higher capacity first, if not present, also uses other device types)
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Simple installation and easy-to-manage
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ETERNUS DX60/DX80 Management

Embedded Web GUI and CLI
No need to install software
http or https for the GUI, telnet or ssh for the CLI
Also used for initial setup

Integration
SNMP: PRIMERGY ServerView 4.90 and others (MIB downloadable from 
Web GUI)
SMI-S: PRIMERGY ServerView 4.91
Microsoft Storage Manager for SANs (VDS)

ETERNUS SF
Storage Cruiser: manage SAN with ETERNUS hardware
AdvancedCopy manager: leverage all snapshot and clone features of 
ETERNUS

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
ETERNUS DX60/DX80 come with an embedded Web GUI and CLI. There is no need to install software on servers or admin laptops. The connection supports https or ssh for secure transmission. The initial setup is also done with the GUI or CLI.ETERNUS DX60/DX80 can be integrated with several management applications. First of all is the integration into Fujitsu PRIMERGY ServerView Suite. The integration will be twofold: First, via SNMP, making ETERNUS DX60/DX80 visible in the server list (this covers discovery, status display, Web GUI launch and trap display), and second, more detailed information will be available via SMI-S, using StorMan. The integration via SNMP is part of ServerView 4.90, the integration via SMI-S will come in ServerView 4.91. ETERNUS DX60/DX80 supports SNMP through MIB-II and a private MIB that contains status information and the trap definitions. This MIB can be downloaded from the ETERNUS DX60/DX80 Web GUI, so it can be easily integrated into other vendor’s SNMP monitoring tools.ETERNUS DX60/DX80 also supports a VDS provider, making it easy to integrate with Microsoft Storage Manager for SANs of Windows Server 2003 and 2008, so LUNs can be provisioned from the Windows server directly.Finally, the ETERNUS SFsoftware suite will support ETERNUS DX60/DX80. ETERNUS SF has two (major) products: Storage Cruiser allows to manage a SAN with ETERNUS hardware and provides LUN provisioning, storage monitoring and other storage resource management tasks. AdvancedCopy Manager (ACM) is the software that supports all snapshot and clone features of ETERNUS.
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Web based management

Initial setup wizard
Manual operation or 
Wizard: 

Create and manage 
RAID groups, LUNs
Manage LUN to host 
mapping

Monitor system and component 
status
Manage snapshots
View events, collect 
diagnostic 
information
Manage firmware

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The Web GUI of ETERNUS DX60/DX80 can be used for all management purposes, for the initial setup, for configuration, to monitor the system, manage snapshots, collect diagnostic information and to manage the firmware. Two wizards simplify the most common operations of the initial setup and configuring RAID groups, volumes (LUNs) and LUN-to-host mappings.Of course the CLI offers the same functionality.
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Easy to use Web GUI

Device Status overview

Intuitive device 
status  display 

Familiar Tree-
structure display 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This is a screenshot of the ETERNUS DX60/DX80 Web GUI, showing the Device Status overview. You can see several screen elements here:The menu structure, which has two menu levels, the active one is highlighted in yellow.The Device Status tree structure on the left, which lists all components and sub-components in a tree view, including their status.The Controller Enclosure pane, with front- and backside views, as well as components and status.
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Initial Setup Wizard

•Wizard starts automatically if not configured
•Setup Wizard reduces required trainings for deployment

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This is a screenshot of the initial setup wizard, one of the two wizards of the easy setup menu. The wizard will be displayed automatically on an unconfigured system, and will guide through the basic setup.
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Configuration Wizard

Wizard guided configuration

Step by step from RAID Group over LUN creation 
to Host visibility

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This is a screenshot of the configuration wizard, that takes the user through the process of defining a RAID group, creating and formatting a volume, and exposing the volume to the servers. Although it starts at the RAID group level, it also can be used to add volumes to existing groups, or just changing the host mapping. This makes it a very powerful tool.
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Snapshots and Clones
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Snapshots and Clones

Snapshots Clones
Description Virtual copy Real copy
Positioning For space-efficient 

temporary copies such as 
a consistent source for 

backup to tape

For longer-term copies such 
as database clone, backup 

to and restore from disk

ETERNUS DX60/DX80 
feature

SnapOPC+ OPC
QuickOPC

EC
Space requirement Only for changed data Same space as source
Performance impact on 
source LUN during creation

None OPC: after split, EC: before

Performance impact on 
source LUN after creation

if source changes or if 
many reads from 

snapshot

None

Resilient against failure of 
original LUN

-

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This slide compares snapshots and clones in some aspects.Snapshots are virtual copies, that only keep track of what is changing on the source volume. Therefore they need less space than a clone, which is a 1:1 copy of the source. The snapshot copy is instantaneous, but snapshots need to capture all writes, and therefore they have a performance impact if the source volume is changed (copy-on-write). Also, since a snapshot is a virtual copy, it is useless when the source volume is defective or deleted. Therefore, snapshots are recommended for space-efficient, temporary copies, e.g. for a consistent backup of the source to tape.Clones are real 1:1 copies, and need the same amount of disk space as the copy source, and they copy all data (QuickOPC: for repeated operations, just the changes since the last clone) from the original. This is done in the background, but impacts IO performance during the copy. Once the copy is complete, the clone is an independent copy of the source, and is unaffected if the source is defective or deleted.



How do Snapshots work

1. At 9:00, a snapshot is made
• Happens very quickly because 

the data itself is not copied

2. After 9:00, the customer tries an 
upgrade and production data on 
source volume is changed
• Causes “copy on write” 

(COW), also called “write-out”
• Snapshot refers to source 

volume for unchanged blocks 
and snapshot volume for 
changed blocks

Source volume 9:00 snapshot

Blocks at 9:00
Blocks changed after 9:00
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Notes to presenter: This is an animated slide
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ETERNUS DX60/DX80 Snapshots

Snapshots capture changes
ETERNUS DX60/DX80:  SnapOPC+
Space requirement: only for changed 
data
Operational dependence
• Zero Performance impact when the 

Snapshot is invoked
• Latency for first writes to the source (copy-

on-write)
• Heavy reads from the snapshot impact the 

source LUN
• Snapshots become invalid if source RAID 

group fails

Recommendation: for space efficient temporary copies
(e.g. a consistent source for backup to tape) 

+

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This slide lists details of snapshots.Snapshots are virtual copies, that only keep track of what is changing on the source volume. Therefore they need less space than a clone, which is a 1:1 copy of the source. The snapshot copy is instantaneous, but snapshots need to capture all writes, and therefore they have a performance impact if the source volume is changed (copy-on-write). Also, since a snapshot is a virtual copy, it is useless when the source volume is defective or deleted. Therefore, snapshots are recommended for space-efficient, temporary copies, e.g. for a consistent backup of the source to tape.
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ETERNUS DX60/DX80 Clones

Clones are full copies
ETERNUS DX60/DX80:
OPC, QuickOPC, EC
Clones require as much space as the 
source LUN
Operational dependence:
• Latency for read and write operations on 

the 
source during the copy process

• Zero performance overhead when the 
copy process 
is complete

• Destination is completely independent of 
source

Recommendation: for longer-term copies
(DB clone, restore from disk)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This slide lists details of snapshots.Clones are real 1:1 copies, and need the same amount of disk space as the copy source, and they copy all data (QuickOPC: for repeated operations, just the changes since the last clone) from the original. This is done in the background, but impacts IO performance during the copy. Once the copy is complete, the clone is an independent copy of the source, and is unaffected if the source is defective or deleted.
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Snapshots and Clones on ETERNUS DX60/DX80

OPC Copies entire source data. Suitable for backup operation with generational 
management. Provides full backup of multi-generation data.

QuickOPC Copies only updated portions, after initial copy of entire source data.
Suitable for database systems which need shorter backup times.

SnapOPC+
Copies only data image prior to update. Enables size reduction of destination disk 
capacity, and provides multi-generation management. Suitable for backup of  data 
stored on File Servers.

EC
Continually replicates (mirrors) entire source data to the copy destination. 
Replicated data can be accessed by suspending the EC session. The EC session 
can be resumed after being suspended. Only the data blocks that have changed 
data will be copied providing a fast resync of the mirror.

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
ETERNUS DX60/DX80 offers 4 methods for snapshots and clones:OPC: OPC is a full volume clone. QuickOPC is different from OPC in that subsequent copies from the same source just copy what has changed since the last copy. SnapOPC+ is the implementation of Snapshots on ETERNUS DX60/DX80. And finally, EC is a split-mirror clone where the copy (called synchronization with EC) is done before the separation of source and destination occurs. More details can be found in the ETERNUS DX60/DX80 documentation.
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Snapshots & Clones - Licensing

8 Snapshots (or Clones) are available for free
Web GUI/CLI: SnapOPC+
ETERNUS VSS HW Provider: SnapOPC+ or QuickOPC

ETERNUS DX60/DX80 Advanced Copy License
Allows up to 512/1024 Snapshots and Clones
ETERNUS SF ACM* required to manage OPC and EC

HW License Default With Advanced Copy license

SW License NA Without ETERNUS SF 
ACM license

With ETERNUS SF 
ACM license

No. of sessions 8 512 (DX60) or 1024 (DX80)

Control by Web GUI/CLI/VSS Web GUI/CLI/VSS ACM

SnapOPC+ X X X

OPC - - X

QuickOPC X (via VSS) X (via VSS) X

EC - - X

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
How are Snapshots and Clones licensed?8 Snapshots (or Clones) are available for free. This means, up to 8 concurrent sessions can exist. The ETERNUS DX60/DX80 Web GUI and CUI can manage SnapOPC+ sessions, the ETERNUS VSS HW provider can manage SnapOPC+ or QuickOPC, depending on its setup.More (all) sessions are available with the ETERNUS DX60/DX80 advanced copy license. However, to manage OPC and EC, ETERNUS SF AdvancedCopy Manager is required.
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SnapOPC+ Architecture
SDP: Snap Data Pool

1 Pool per ETERNUS DX60/DX80
Consists of SDP volumes (created like normal volumes)

SDV: Snapshot Data Volume
1 SDV must be defined per Session 
SDVs are created like normal volumes, expect for space allocation:
• from any RAID group at creation time (user must know max size of update)
• or the SDP (SDP must be large enough)

SDV

SDV

Source

Volume

Session 1

SDV

SDPE

SDP

SDPE

SDPE
+

SDPE

SDPE

SDPE

SDPE

SDPE

SDPE

SDPE

SDPE

SDPE

SDPV SDPV

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Here are some details on how SnapOPC+ works.To use SnapOPC+, SDVs have to be defined for each snapshot session that is intended to be used (concurrently). An SDV is a special volume type that contains some space for the data that is modified on source and destination (SDV) volume, and has a virtual size that must match the source volume, otherwise it is a normal volume.In order to make life easier, a Snapshot Data Pool (SDP) can be created, that is used to allocate extents to SDVs when their pre-allocated space runs out.For ETERNUS DX60/DX80, exactly one SDP can be created, which may be constructed from multiple SDP volumes. Those volumes are allocated just like normal volumes and form the SDP. Obviously, they should be of the same device type and RAID type, although this is not absolutely required or enforced.However, if you want to use a specific device type or RAID type for the snapshot, e.g. a 15k SAS drive, you have to define a SDV of this type, and allocate enough space to it that holds all changed data on the source volume and SDV itself. Please note that a SDV can be read/write, so you could change a lot of data on the SDV.
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SnapOPC+ Operation

Preparation
Set up Advanced Copy table 
(cache tables, copy-on-write 
resolution depending on concurrent 
sessions and capacity snapped)
Create Snapshot Pool (SDP)
(1 per system)
Create SDV devices for each 
snapshot destination
(use own allocated space 
or from SDP)
Verify snapshot policies

Create snapshot
Via VSS HW provider (best 
consistency), CLI (scripting) or Web 
GUI

Map + Mount snapshot
Use LUN mapping or affinity groups 
like with any other volume type
Use operating system tools

Unmount+unmap snapshot
Use operating system tool and 
unmap it

Restore from snapshot
Manually mount snapshot and 
retrieve the files required
Full restore is not possible, only for 
clones

Delete snapshot
Make sure to re-initialize the SDV

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This slide describes how to work with SnapOPC+.Preparation: First, you have to set up the advanced copy table in the ETERNUS DX60/DX80 cache that allocate the bitmaps of changed areas on the source and destination volumes. The size of the table depends on the capacity and the number of concurrent sessions. The maximum is fixed and you can change the resolution in order to accommodate more sessions and more capacity. However, this impacts how much data is saved on the SDV/SDP when a write to the source volume occurs and the copy-on-write mechanism saves this area.Second, you can create a SDP, as explained on the previous slide.Third, you have to create an SDV device for each snapshot destination.Finally, verify the snapshot policies that determine when alarms to warn before the SDP is exhausted.Create snapshots: For best application consistency, the VSS HW provider is preferred for Windows applications. Alternatively, you can create scripts that synchronize application and snapshot creation, or you can trigger the snapshot from the GUI (ideally you have shut down the application before creating the snapshot so data is consistent on disk).Then, you have to map and mount the snapshot. When the snapshot was triggered by an VSS application, the VSS HW provider will do that for you, otherwise this is a scripted or manual operation.Before discarding the snapshot, unmount and unmap it.ETERNUS DX60/DX80 does not offer a function to restore a source volume directly from the snapshot (full restore), this has to be done manually from the host.When you delete the snapshot, please re-initialize the SDV to purge the destination volume (which is still visible for the host).Much more information is available in the ETERNUS DX60/DX80 documentation. 
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As the copy source volume is updated, ETERNUS DX60/DX80 creates a physical 
copy of the old data (COW)
One SDV per Session

SnapOPC+ Multi Generation Operation

Run SnapOPC+ Session1

Source

3

Run SnapOPC+ Session2

SDV1

SDV2

Update block
NOTE: you cannot 
restore from a 
SnapOPC+ volume, 
restore only host 
based possibleUpdate block

Update block

Update block

1 2 31

12

1 2 3

12

1 2 1 2

1 21 3 3

3

2

3

2

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Notes to presenter: This is an animated slideSnapOPC+ supports multi-generation snapshots, i.e. multiple snapshots of the same source volume.
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Where to best trigger a Snapshot/Clone

Snapshot or Clone operations are available
Snapshots (SnapOPC+) through the Web GUI 
i.e. application has to be down for snapshot consistency

Snapshots (SnapOPC+) through the CLI 
i.e. scripted interaction with application possible – make sure application 
is in backup mode or consistent otherwise

Snapshots (SnapOPC+) and Clones (QuickOPC) through a Microsoft 
VSS HW provider 
i.e. VSS aware applications provide snapshot consistency automatically: 
Exchange, SQL, File service, Registry, ..

ETERNUS SF AdvancedCopy Manager can manage all Snapshots and 
Clones.*

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Snapshots and Clones are great features, but some attention is required as to when to trigger the operation. Most applications keep buffers of current operations in the RAM of the server. In order to make sure that the data on disk is consistent, the application either has to be down or cooperate with the snapshot/clone creation.So, if you are creating a snapshot from the Web GUI, your application should be down.If you have applications like Oracle, that can be put into a backup mode, you can create consistent backups by scripting application state and snapshot/clone creation.For most Windows application, the VSS framework can take of this: The backup application can request a VSS snapshot or clone, and the Windows operating system informs the application like Exchange, SQL server, and many Windows operating system applications, to make sure the data is valid on disks.
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Snapshot scenario: Symantec BackupExec

1. BackupExec initiates 
snapshot creation on 
production server

2. BackupExec mounts 
snapshot

3. BackupExec creates tape 
backup from snapshot

4. BackupExec dismounts 
snapshot

5. BackupExec initiates 
snapshot deletion

Production server with BackupExec Client + 
ETERNUS VSS HW Provider

Benefit: Application  consistent backup, 
very short backup window

ETERNUS DX60/DX80

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Here is an example of using ETERNUS DX60/DX80 snapshots with the ETERNUS VSS HW provider.
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Snapshot scenario: Off-host backup

BackupExec initiates 
snapshot creation on 
production server
BackupExec mounts 
snapshot on backup server
BackupExec creates tape 
backup from snapshot on 
backup server

1. BackupExec dismounts snapshot 
on backup server

2. BackupExec initiates 
snapshot deletion

Production Server with BackupExec Client + 
ETERNUS VSS HW Provider

ETERNUS DX60/DX80

Backup server with BackupExec Server+ 
ETERNUS VSS HW Provider

Benefit: Application consistent backup, 
very short backup window, low impact on production 
server during backup

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This slide shows a so-called off-host or proxy backup, where the snapshot is not mounted on the production server, but on the backup server. This removes the IO and CPU burden of actually backing up to tape from the production server. This scenario requires Windows Server Enterprise Edition.
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Technology

• Hardware Architecture
• LUN Mapping
• System Disks
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ETERNUS DX60/DX80 Terms

Controller Enclosure
Controllers CM#0 and CM#1 
(CM#1 optional)
PSUs 0 and 1
Disks 0 to 11

Drive Enclosure(s)
0-1 (ETERNUS DX60)
0-9 (ETERNUS DX80)
Expanders Exp#0 and EXP#1
(EXP#1 optional)
PSUs 0 and 1
Note: Disk numbering starts at 
bottom left and goes to the right, 
then up

Drive Enclosure View

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Here is an overview of the terms used with ETERNUS DX60/DX80.The base unit that houses disks and controllers is called Controller Enclosure. The Controllers are called CM#0 and CM#1. CM#1 is optional, and right. There are always two PSUs present. The expansion units are called Drive Enclosure. ETERNUS DX60 can have 0 or 1, ETERNUS DX80 can have up to 9 DEs.Disk drives are numbered from 0 to 11 (Disk#0) and the numbering starts at the bottom left and goes to the right, then up.
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LUN mapping

ETERNUS DX60/DX80 terms
LUN mapping = LUN map per ETERNUS DX60/DX80 port
Affinity Group = LUN map per host port identification (WWN)

Steps for Affinity Groups
1. Enable affinity groups per ETERNUS DX60/DX80 port
2. Define host WWN (by discovery or manual entry)
3. Create LUN map in affinity group and
4. Assign affinity group to ETERNUS DX60/DX80 port and WWN

Limitations
64 (ETERNUS DX60) or 128 (ETERNUS DX80) concurrent connections 
(host ports) supported
LUN map: up to 256 LUNs (more for HP-UX)
Affinity group: Max. 32 different host WWNs per port

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Here is an overview how LUN mapping works on ETERNUS DX60/DX80.First, there are two types of mappings: one is a per ETERNUS DX60/DX80 port mapping that is valid for all hosts connected to it; the other one is per host WWN (world wide name) of the host FC HBA. For the iSCSI and SAS variants, the mapping is per IQN (iSCSI qualified name) or SAS WWN. The second variation is called affinity group.In order to use affinity groups,1. enable affinity groups per ETERNUS DX60/DX80 port2. define host WWN (by discovery or manual entry)3. create LUN map in affinity group and4. assign affinity group to ETERNUS DX60/DX80 port and WWNETERNUS DX60 supports up to 64, ETERNUS DX80 up to 128 concurrent connections from different host ports. A LUN map can have up to 256 LUNs (even more for HP-UX), and up to 32 different host ports can be mapped per ETERNUS DX60/DX80 port. With 4 ports, adds up to 128, but please consider that for servers with multiple ports, the number is reduced.
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Lun Mapping – Details I

Port Settings + 
LUN map on port

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Here are some screenshots on how affinity groups are enabled or disabled (volume settings – host I/F settings – Set FC Port Parameters) and how a LUN map looks like.
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Lun Mapping – Details II

Affinity Groups

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
These screenshots show affinity groups (i.e. basically the same as LUN maps) and how they are mapped to the discovered WWNs.
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Integration

• Event Notification
• ETERNUS SF Storage Cruiser
• Server List and Alarms
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Event Notification

ETERNUS DX60/DX80 support email alerts and SNMP traps
SNMP traps are integrated with ServerView
A MIB can be downloaded from the system

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
ETERNUS DX60/DX80 support email alerts and SNMP traps. SNMP traps are integrated with ServerView starting with 4.90. For integrating with other SNMP managers, a MIB can be downloaded from the system.
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ETERNUS SF Storage Cruiser

ETERNUS and SAN infrastructure storage resource 
management

Access path definition
Consistency checks
State monitoring and device display
Power monitoring / ECO mode 
management
Performance monitoring

Correlation Management
Resource management of relations 
between storage systems and servers
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Server List and Alarms

ETERNUS DX60/DX80 are discovered via SNMP and SMI-S
The overall status is displayed in the Server List
Traps are displayed

Fujitsu ETERNUS DX60DX60@172.25.82.69

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
SNMP: ServerView 4.90 (Q3/2009)SMI-S: ServerView 4.91 (Q4/2009)



All the proper names such as company or product names in this article are registered products or trademarks of their respective companies.
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